The Prisoner of St Kilda: The True Story of the Unfortunate Lady Grange

By Margaret Macaulay

Luath Press Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Prisoner of St Kilda: The True Story of the Unfortunate Lady Grange, Margaret Macaulay, In the 18th century shotgun weddings were not unusual, but in most cases it wasn’t the bride that was holding the gun. So began the stormy marriage between Lord and Lady Grange, a marriage which was to end with Lady Grange’s death on the Isle of Skye after 13 years in exile. The daughter of a convicted murderer, Lady Grange’s behaviour, such as her fondness for drink, was so outrageous that her sudden disappearance from public life was not considered surprising. But few knew the true story of her disappearance. This book reveals, for the first time, how the unfortunate lady was violently kidnapped and transported to the remote islands off the west coast of Scotland, spending seven years on the island of St. Kilda’s. Condemned to a very different lifestyle than she had enjoyed in Edinburgh, and baffled by the strange tongue of the Gaelic West, she still obstinately survived, finally dying in Skye in 1745.

Reviews

Thorough manual for ebook fans. it had been written quite properly and valuable. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Dr. Catherine Wehner

Absolutely among the best book I have possibly go through. I have go through and that i am certain that i am going to gonna read through once again again in the future. I am just delighted to tell you that this is basically the finest book i have got go through within my personal existence and could be he finest book for ever.
-- Brian Bauch
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**Taken: Short Stories of Her First Time**
Taken is the intimate and sensually heated account of two virgins and how they lost their virginities....
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**All My Fault: The True Story of a Sadistic Father and a Little Girl Left Destroyed**
Ebury Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, All My Fault: The True Story of a Sadistic Father and a Little Girl Left Destroyed, Audrey Delaney, 'I could see what he was doing to the other girls because he had been doing...
The true story of how the wife of one of the most prominent Scottish judges of the 18th century was kidnapped and exiled on the remote island of Hirta in the St. Kilda group out in the Atlantic. There is not much documentary material to go on, but Margaret Macaulay has succeeded in filling in the gaps in the story as far as it is ever likely to be revealed. The book is probably the last word on the subject. Read more. This book is a detective story trying to uncover the truth about who Lady Grange was, what happened to her and why. How did she end up being imprisoned on an extremely remote Scottish island for 7 years? It will appeal to anyone with an interest in St Kilda, Scottish history, women's history or Jacobitism. The daughter of a convicted murderer, Lady Grange's behaviour, such as her fondness for drink, was so outrageous that her sudden disappearance from public life was not considered surprising. But few knew the true story of her disappearance. This book reveals, for the first time, how the unfortunate lady was violently kidnapped and transported to the remote islands off the west coast of Scotland, spending seven years on the island of St. Kilda's. Condemned to a very different lifestyle than she had enjoyed in Edinburgh, and baffled by the strange tongue of the Gaelic West, she still obstinately